
MAXIMALITY OF CONTINUOUS LOGIC

XAVIER CAICEDO

Abstract. The analogue of Lindström´s characterization of elementary logic
in terms of compactness and the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem is
shown for continuous logic, introduced originally for Banach spaces by Hen-
son and Iovino as a logic of approximate satisfaction and generalized later to
metric spaces by Ben Yaacov and Usvyatsov. For this purpose we characterize
equivalence of models in this logic by means of partial approximations and
identify some useful properties of its compact extensions.

(Preprint of Chap. 4 in "Beyond First Order Model Theory", J. Iovino Ed.,
Chapman and Hall/CRC, 2017, pp 107-134.)

1. Introduction

Continuous logic has its prehistory in Chang and Keisler´s monograph on logic
with values in compact Hausdor¤ spaces [13], see also [12]. It had an independent
revival in Krivine�s successful use of model theoretic methods in Banach spaces
[22, 23], work continued by Henson and Iovino [17, 18], and recently generalized to
metric spaces by Ben Yaacov and Usvyatsov [5, 6] and [3]. Appropriate versions of
most techniques and properties of classical model theory generalize to continuous
logic making it well suited for exploiting model theoretic methods in analysis: ul-
traproducts, compactness, Löwenheim-Skolem theorems, omitting types, and large
portions of stability theory. Noteworthy are Keisler-Shelah�s theorem on ultraprod-
ucts and Morely�s categoricity theorem.
The models of this logic are bounded complete metric structures, equipped with

uniformly continuous maps and [0,1]-valued predicates. The language has a con-
nective for each continuous truth table c : [0; 1]n ! [0; 1] and the quanti�ers are
interpreted as in�ma and suprema. The metric plays the role of an identity predi-
cate.1 We will depart of the usual presentations of continuous logic in that we take 1
as the distinguished truth value and, more signi�cantly, we allow in�nitary contin-
uous connectives c : [0; 1]! ! [0; 1]. The aim of this paper is to prove the following
Lindström style result which shows this logic has maximal expressive strength if we
wish to maintain the two model theoretic properties mentioned in the theorem.

1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 03C95, 03B50, 03C50, 3C90, 03C40.
Key words and phrases. Continuous logic, model theory, Lindström theorem, ×ukasiewicz logic,

compactness, approximations.
1A more general setting allows unbounded pointed metric spaces, but restricts quanti�cation

to closed balls around a distinguished point, see Chapter 5 paper by Dueñez and Iovino in this
volume. Our maximality result holds in this setting.
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(Theorem 6.5) Let L be an extension of continuous logic closed under ×ukasiewicz
connectives !; : and satisfying compactness and the separable downward Löwenheim-
Skolem property. Then any sentence of L is equivalent to a sentence of continuous
logic.

The compactness and Löwenheim-Skolem properties are here natural versions of
the analogous classical properties, compactness being asked only for equicontinuous
classes of structures, those having a common uniform continuity modulus for each
basic function and predicate, and separability being the adequate countable power
condition for complete metric structures. Two sentences are said to be equiva-
lent if they attain the same value in all suitable structure. Our main tools are a
natural notion of approximation which behaves well in compact extensions, and a
characterization of equivalence of models in continuous logic in the style of Fraissé
by means of partial approximations. Some topological ideas and the close relation
of continuous logic to ×ukasiewicz logic will be useful also. We obtain, in fact, a
weaker maximality result for ×ukasiewicz logic:

(Theorem 6.3) Let L be an extension of ×ukasiewicz logic closed under ×ukasiewicz
connectives !; : and satisfying compactness and the separable downward Löwenheim-
Skolem property. Then any sentence of L has the same models as a countable theory
of ×ukasiewicz logic in complete structures.

It follows that continuous and ×ukasiewicz logic have the same axiomatizability
strength.
This paper may be seen as a sequel of Iovino�s maximality result for the approx-

imation logic of Banach spaces with respect to compactness and the elementary
chain property [19], and the characterization by Iovino and the author in terms of
uncountable omitting types in [9].
Versions of our results have been announced in [9] and in several talks as early

as 2008. The paper intends to be self-contained but we refer the reader to [6], [3]
and [20] for continuous logic, and [16] for Lukasiewicz logic.

2. Preliminaries

We start considering the language of continuous logic interpreted in non-metric
[0; 1]-valued structures. A (�rst order) many-sorted signature is a sequence

� = fS; (R; sR); ::; (f; sf ); ::; csc ; ::g;
were S is a nonempty set of sorts, R; f; and c are predicate, function, and constant
symbols, respectively, and sR; sf ; sc; are �nite sequences in S associated to each
symbol2. In the one-sorted case these sort sequences may be identi�ed with natural
numbers.
A [0; 1]-valued � -structure is a sequence

A = (fAs : s 2 Sg; RA; ::; fA::; cA; ::);
where As is a nonempty universe for each sort and

RA : �ni=1AsR;i ! [0; 1]; fA : �mj=1Asf;j ! Asf;m+1
; cA 2 Asc :

St� will denote the class of all [0; 1]-valued � -structures. This class has natural
notions of isomorphism and substructure. An isomorphism h : A ! B is an

2Through the paper x; a; ::: will denote �nite sequences and their components will be denoted,
respectively, xi; ai; :::
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ordinary isomorphism of the many-sorted algebraic reducts of A and B satisfying,
moreover, RB[h(a1); ::; h(an)] = RA[a1; ::; an] for any predicate symbol R in � and
ai in AsR;i : Its existence will be denoted A ' B. Similarly, A is a substructure of
B; denoted A � B; if it is a substructure of B in the classical sense with respect
to the operations in �; and RA[a] = R[a]B for the predicate symbols.
The language of×ukasiewicz predicate logic, denoted ×8; is built in the same way

as the classical one based on the primitive connective symbols!; :, and quanti�er
symbols 9t; 8t for each sort t: The set of formulas built from a signature � will be
denoted ×8� . Terms, evaluated as in classical logic, give rise to maps tA : As ! At
in the usual way, while formulas '(x1; :::; xn) give rise to maps 'A : As ! [0; 1]
and sentences determine truth values 'A 2 [0; 1], de�ned inductively by composing
with ×ukasiewicz�s functional interpretation of the connectives in [0,1]:

p! q = min(1� p+ q; 1)
:p = 1� p;

(we utilize the same name for the symbol and its interpretation), and interpreting
quanti�ers as suprema and in�ma. That is, for a in As:

9tx'(x)A[a] := supb2At
'A[b; a]

and 8x'(x)A[a] = :9t:x'(x)A[a] = infb2At '
A[b; a]:

The language of restricted continuous logic, denoted CL�; is obtained by adding
a connective symbol c for each continuous map c : [0; 1]n ! [0; 1] and closing under
these operators: c('1[x]; ::; 'n[x]). The language of continuous logic, CL; is ob-
tained similarly by adding all in�nitary continuous connectives c : [0; 1]! ! [0; 1]
for the Thychonov topology and closing the language under their application to
sequences of formulas in the same �nite set of variables: c('1[x]; '2[x]; '3[x]:::):
Notice that a formula of CL may carry a countable in�nite vocabulary but have
a �nite number of free variables. Since ×ukasiewicz connectives are clearly con-
tinuous, ×8 becomes a sublogic of CL�, in turn a sublogic of CL: The additional
strength provided by in�nitary continuous connectives amounts to allowing �de�n-
able predicates�(see Lemma 2.3). For technical reasons and because the literature
is ambiguous about allowing the latter in the syntax of continuous logic we distin-
guish CL� and CL.
Clearly, if h : A! B is an isomorphism, then 'B[h(a1); ::; h(an)] = 'A[a1; ::; an]

for any a in An and formula ' of CL and ai in A. If A � B then 'B[a1; ::; an] =
'A[a1; ::; an] for any quanti�er free ':
Satisfaction of formulas of CL in [0,1]-valued structures is de�ned in terms of

the designed truth value 1:

A j= '[a] (A satis�es ' at a) if and only if 'A[a] = 1:

In the literature of continuous logic, 0 is utilized instead and the meaning of the
quanti�ers is switched, an inessential di¤erence.
If A j= ' for a sentence ' 2 CL; we say that A is a model of '. This nomenclature

extends to theories, that is sets of sentences T � CL, and Mod� ('); Mod� (T ) will
denote the class of [0; 1]-valued � -models of ' or T; respectively. It should be clear
that Mod� (') does not describe the full meaning of '; as it says nothing of the
structures A where 'A = 1

2 ; for example.
A structure A 2 St� is crisp (two-valued, classical) if its basic relations take

values in f0; 1g: A simple induction in formulas yields that in crisp structures any
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formula ' 2 ×8� is two-valued and A j= '[a] coincides with classical satisfaction.
This is clearly not the case for CL.
For simplicity, we will usually refer to the one-sorted case through the rest of

the paper, resorting to the many-sorted case when strictly necessary only.

2.1. Language reductions. ×ukasiewicz connectives ! and : have a high ex-
pressive power which permits to recover the lattice connectives:

p _ q := maxfp; qg = (p! q)! q
p ^ q := minfp; qg = :(:p _ :q)

and a host of arithmetical connectives, as:

p� q := minfp+ q; 1g = :p! q truncated addition
pr q := maxfp� q; 0g = :(p! q) truncated substraction
jp� qj := (pr q)� (q r p) = (pr q) _ (q r p) truth value distance.

Equivalence becomes the negation of truth distance:

p$ q := (p! q) ^ (q ! p) � (p! q)� (q ! p) � :jp� qj :
Any of f�;:g or {r;:g may be taken as complete set of connectives for ×8 (this is
not the case of f^;:g or f_;:g): The �rst pair is utilized in Chang�s algebraization
of Lukasiewicz propositional logic in terms of MV -algebras [10], while the latter
is preferred in the literature of continuous logic. McNaughton�s theorem [25] char-
acterizes the ×ukasiewicz de�nable connectives as the continuous piecewise linear
maps c : [0; 1]n ! [0; 1] with integer coe¢ cients. It follows that re�exive rational
bounds on truth values of formulas are expressible in ×ukasiewicz logic. Irre�exive
bounds as 'A > r are not similarly expressible due to continuity of the connectives.

Lemma 2.1. (Chang [11], Belluce [1], Mundici [26]) For each rational r = (0; 1)
there are ×ukasiewicz connectives �r and r such that

A j= �r(') i¤ 'A � r, A j= r(') i¤ 'A � r:

Moreover, �r('A) � 1�" implies 'A � r�"; and r('A) � 1�" implies 'A � r+";
for any " 2 [0; 1):

Proof. The map � n
m
: [0; 1]! [0; 1] which is 0 for x � n�1

m ; mx�n+1 in [n�1m ; nm ];
and 1 for x � n

m ; satis�es McNaughton�s conditions and the claimed properties.
And so does  n

m
(x) := 1� �n+1

m
(x): �

Notation. '�r and '�r will abbreviate �r(') and r('); respectively. As these
connectives depend on the actual fraction n

m representing r; the generic notation
'�r, '�r will refer to the reduced fraction of r:

It follows from Corollary 1.5 in [6] that any continuous map c : [0; 1]n ! [0; 1]
may be approximated uniformly by combinations of ×ukasiewicz connectives and
rational constants, thanks to the Stone-Weirstrass theorem and compactness of
[0; 1]n (see also Proposition 1.18 in [9]). This fact extends readily to in�nitary
continuous connectives if we add projections [0; 1]!

�n! [0; 1]n; and it implies that
CL may be approximated by the sublanguage ×8(Q) which results of adding to ×8
a constant connective of value r for each rational r 2 (0; 1):3

3Called rational Pavelka-×ukasiewicz logic in [16].
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Lemma 2.2. For any formula '(x) of CL there is a sequence of formulas 'n(x)
in ×8(Q)� such that 'A[a] converges to 'An [a]; uniformly on (A; a) 2 St�[fcg.

Proof. By Induction on complexity of '(x) and utilizing the fact that the connec-
tives are uniformly continuous, one proves the existence for all n of 'n(x) such that
j'An [a]� F (A;a)j < 1

n for all (A;a). �

The approximation in the lemma cannot be achieved with formulas taken from
×8; since in crisp structures these formulas take values in f0; 1g and so must do their
limits. As consequence of the lemma the countable theory T'f('n)�1� 1

n
: n 2 !g of

×8(Q)� has the same models as ': This will be improved for continuous structures
in Corollary 6.4.
Given a sequence of formulas 'n(x) of CL converging uniformly on St�[fcg to a

map F : St�[fcg ! [0; 1] then F is called a (global) de�nable predicate in the sense
of [6, 3]. The next lemma shows that CL is closed under these predicates.

Lemma 2.3. If 'n(x) ! F uniformly in St�[fcg; there is a formula '(x) of CL
such that 'A[a] = F (A;a) for any (A;a):

Proof. Find a subsequence of 'in of f'ng such that j'Ain [a] � 'Ain+1 [a]j < 2�n

for all (A;a); then Lemma 3.7 in [6] grants that there is a continuous connective
c : [0; 1]! ! [0; 1] such that c('Ai1 [a]; '

A
i2
[a]; :::) = lim'Ain [a] = lim'An [a] for all

(A;a): �

Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 put together say that, functionally speaking, CL is the
uniform closure of ×8(Q) in [0,1]-valued structures.

2.2. The Löwenheim-Skolem property. A is a CL-substructure of B; denoted
A �CL B; if and only if A � B and 'A[a] = 'B[a] for all ' 2 CL� and a in A. The
following properties of classical elementary embedding hold. In fact, they hold for
any language L between ×8 and CL generated by the quanti�ers and any family of
continuous connectives containing !; :.

Lemma 2.4. a) Given A � B; then A �CL B if and only if for any formula '(x; y)
in CL; a in A; b in B; and r < 1, B j= '[b; a] implies there is a 2 A such that
B j= '�r[a; a].
b) Given B and C � B there is A �CL B with C � A and jAj � jCj+ j� j+ !:

Proof. a) One direction is trivial. For the other, show 'A[a] = 'B[a] by induction
in the complexity of formulas, the atomic case and the step for connectives are
automatic. Assume 9x'(x; a]A > � then there is a rational r > � and a in A such
that 'A[a; a] � r; equivalent by induction hypothesis to 'B[a; a] � r, which implies
9x'(x; a]B > �: Reciprocally, 9x'(x; a]B > � implies 'B[b; a] � r for some r > �
which by the hypothesis of the lemma implies B j= ('�r)1�t[a; a] for some a in A
and t arbitrarily small. Hence, By Lemma 2.1 B j= ('�r)1�t[a; a] � r � t > � if t
is small enough.
b) A � -theory of power � in CL is equivalent to a theory in ×8(Q)� of power �+!

by the remark after Lemma 2.2. For each ' in ×8(Q)� and rational r 2 (0; 1) choose
a Skolem function f';r(y) such that B j= 9x'(x; a] implies 'B[f';r(a); a] � r: Let
A be the closure of C under these maps and apply (a) to the induced substructure.
As the number of Skolem functions is bounded by �+ !; then the bound of jAj is
attained. �
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Taking countable � and C = ; in part (b) of the Lemma we obtain:
Proposition 2.5. (Löwenheim-Skolem property) Any countable theory of CL hav-
ing [0; 1]-valued models has a �nite or countable model.

2.3. Continuous structures. The natural notion of identity in a [0; 1]-valued
structure A is a distinguished binary predicate �A: A2 ! [0; 1] such that �A
(a; b) = 1 implies a = b and satisfying the usual congruence axioms. As noticed
�rst by Katz [21] and independently in [16] and [5], these axioms become the axioms
of a metric for the predicate d(x; y) := :x � y under which the basic relations and
functions result 1-Lipschitz continuous. Continuous logic takes d as the primitive
notion and generalizes the Lipschitz conditions to arbitrary uniform continuity.
A [0,1]-valued structures is a continuous structure if it has a distinguished rela-

tion symbol ds 2 � for each sort s, interpreted by a metric dAs : A2s ! [0; 1]; under
which the relations RA and maps fA (R; f 2 �) are uniformly continuous with
respect to the sup metric induced in �iAsR;i and �iAsf;i ; respectively.
This means that there is a system S = fm�g�2� of uniform continuity moduli

m� : (0; 1)! (0; 1) such that for any " > 0 :

d(a; b) < mR(") implies jR(a)�R(b)j � "

d(a; b) < mf (") implies d(f(a); f(b)) � ";

where d(a; a0) = maxi d(ai; a0i):
It is not necessary to specify m for the metrics ds or the constant symbols since a

metric is always 1-Lipschitz and the constants satisfy any moduli. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that all moduli satisfy m(") � "; and they are given for
" = 1

n only. Therefore, thanks to Lemma 2.1, the above conditions are expressible
in L8 by a theory US which has the following countable schema for each relation
and function symbol in � :

US(R) : 8xy(ds(x; y)�r _ jR(x)�R(y)j� 1
n
), n 2 !+; r < mR(

1
n ); r 2 Q

+

US(f) : 8xy(ds(x; y)�r _ d(f(x); f(y))� 1
n
); n 2 !+; r < mf (

1
n ); r 2 Q

+:

St�;S will denote the class of metric � -structures satisfying the moduli in S that
we will call S-models. These classes may overlap; for example, crisp � -structures
with the discrete metric belong to all St�;S : We will write Mod�;S(T ) for the S-
models of T:
Call a classK � St� equicontinuous if all structures inK share a common moduli

system, that is, K � St�;S for some S: Perhaps the most important property of CL
in continuous structures is the validity of a ×ós theorem for metric ultraproducts
of equicontinuous families which yields compactness for satisfaction in each class
St�;S (see [3]).

Proposition 2.6. (Compactness) Given a moduli system S for �; if any �nite part
of a theory T � CL has S-models, then the theory has S-models.

2.4. Complete structures. Our maximality results will depend strongly on hav-
ing complete continuous models.
A continuous structure is complete if each metric space (As; dAs ) is complete.

Stc�;S will denote the class of complete S-structures and Modc�;S(T ) will denote the
class of complete S-models of T:
Any continuous structure A 2 St�;S has a (metric) completion bA in Stc�;S which

is well de�ned because uniformly continuous functions between metric spaces extend
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univocally to their completions with the same uniform convergence modulus. More-
over, the uniqueness of the extensions of the maps tA : An ! A, 'A : An ! [0; 1]

to bA grants
A �CL bA:

Therefore, taking the completion of the model provided by Proposition 2.6, it may
be seen that the compactness property holds in the class of complete structures.
This may be obtained also from the fact that metric ultraproducts may be chosen
!1-saturated. Similarly, taking the completion of the model provided by Proposition
2.5, the Löwenheim-Skolem property becomes in complete structures:

Proposition 2.7. (Separable Löwenheim-Skolem property) Any countable theory
of CL having S-models has a separable S-model.

3. Characterizing equivalence

In this section, we characterize ×8-equivalence of (not necessarily complete) con-
tinuous structures by means of ranked families of partial approximations. Equiva-
lence of structures is de�ned in the obvious way for any language L between ×8 and
CL: A �L B if and only if 'A = 'B for all suitable sentences ' 2 L: Whenever L
is closed under ×ukasiewicz connectives this reduces by Lemma 2.1 to

A �L B if and only if ThL(A) = ThL(B):

Our characterization of ×8-equivalence below will imply that CL and ×8 share the
same equivalence in continuous structures (Corollary 3.4):

A �CL B if and only if A �×8 B.
For the proof of the next lemma it will be convenient to consider the Lukasiewicz

connectives ^; ( )� k
n
; and ( )� k

n
; as primitive and de�ne a complexity rank on

formulas of ×8 as follows:
For terms, �(t) is the usual syntactic depth (0 for variables and constants)
�(�(t1; ::; tk)) = �i�(ti), for a n-ary predicate symbol � 2 �
�('!  ) = maxf�('); �( )g+ 1
�(:') = �(') + 1
�(' ^  ) = maxf�('); �( )g
�('� k

n
) = �('� k

n
) = �(') + n

�(9v') = �(') + 1:

Denote by ×8`�;v the set of Lukasiewicz �-formulas of rank � ` with free variables
in v. It is easy to verify by induction on ` that for any �nite signature � and �nite
list of variables v, there are �nitely many terms and �nitely many nonequivalent
formulas in ×8`�;v. For terms this is clear and, a fortiori, for atomic formulas.
Moreover, any nonatomic formula of rank � `+1 has one of the forms: '!  ; :';
'� k

n
; '� k

n
; 9v', where ' and  ; have rank � ` and n � ` + 1; or it is equivalent

to a ^-combination of formulas of these forms. By induction hypothesis there are
�nitely many representatives for the displayed forms and the result follows because
a �nitely generated ^-semi-lattice is �nite.
Proviso. For a signature �; �� will denote in the rest of this paper the set of atomic
formulas of rank at most 1; that is, formulas �(t1; ::; tk) where � 2 � [ fdg and at
most one term ti has the form f(x) for a function symbol f 2 �; the other being
variables or constant symbols.
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De�nition 3.1. Given a �nite � � �; and " > 0; a partial �"-approximation
between two � -structures A and B is a relation R � A � B such that j'A[a] �
'B[b]j � " for all ' 2 �� and all suitable a; b such that (ai; bi) 2 R:

Notice that the empty relation is a partial �"-approximation if and only j'A �
'Bj � " for any sentence ' 2 ��: We may identify a �nite partial approximation
R = f(ai; bi)gi=1;::t � A� B with the ordered pair (a; b) = ((a1; :::at); (b1; :::bt)) 2
At �Bt; the empty relation being identi�ed with the pair (�;�) 2 A0 �B0, where
� = ; stands for the empty sequence:

Lemma 3.2. If A �×8(�) B, then for each �nite� � �; n 2 !+; and " > 0; there is
a sequence I0; :::; In of nonempty sets of (�nite) partial �"-approximations between
A and B with the following extension property: R 2 Ij+1 and a 2 A (b 2 B) imply
there is R0 2 Ij such that R0 � R and a 2 domR0 (b 2 ranR0):

Proof. By the previous remarks, to prove the claim it is enough (given �; " and
n 2 !) to de�ne nonempty sets Ij � An�j �Bn�j ; j = 0; ::; n; satisfying:

(1) If (a; b) 2 Ij ; then j'A[a]�'B[b]j � " for all atomic '(x) 2 �� with length(x) =
n� j:
(2) If (a; b) 2 Ij+1; and a 2 A (b 2 B) then there is b 2 B (a 2 A) such that
(aa; bb) 2 Ij :

In the next de�nition let vj denote a sequence of j many variables and v0 the empty
sequence of variables. Fix N such that 1

3N
� " and de�ne for j � n

Ij = f(a; b) 2 An�j �Bn�j : j'A[a]� 'B[b]j �
1

3N+j
for all ' 2×83

N+j+1

�;vn�j g:

Then (1) holds by de�nition. To prove the extension property (2), assume (a; b) 2
Ij+1, j < n; and given a 2 A consider the formula

Thj(x; v) :=
V
i('i(xv)� ki

3N+j+1
^ 'i(xv)� ki+1

3N+j+1
)

where f'i(xv)gi is a �nite list of equivalence representatives of the formulas in
×83N+j+1

��;vn�j
, and ki is chosen so that 'Ai (aa) 2 [ ki

3N+j+1 ;
ki+1
3N+j+1 ]. Clearly 9vThj(xv)

has rank 2 �3N+j+1+1 � 3N+j+2; (belongs to ×83N+j+2

��;vn�(j+1)
) and since (a; b) 2 Ij+1

then

j9vThj(av)A � 9vThj(bv)Bj �
1

3N+j+1
:

As A j= 9vThj(av) by construction, then 9vThj(bv)B � 1 � 1
3N+j+1 and we may

�nd b 2 B such that ThBj [bb] � 1� 2
3N+j+1 ; thus for each 'i

['i[bb]� ki
3N+j+1

]; ['i[bb]� ki+1

3N+j+1
]B � ThBj [bb] � 1�

2

3N+j+1
;

and by Lemma 2.1: ki
3N+j+1 � 2

3N+j+1 � 'Bi [bb] � ki+1
3N+j+1 +

2
3N+j+1 : As 'Ai [aa] 2

[ ki
3N+j+1 ;

ki+1
3N+j+1 ] by construction, this means j'Ai [aa] � 'Bi [bb]j � 3 1

3N+j+1 =
1

3N+j :

Since this is true for each ' 2 ×83N+j+1

�;v we conclude that (aa; bb) 2 Ij : The other
direction is similar. To �nish, notice that (�;�) 2 In = A0 �B0 because A �3N+n

×8(�)
B: Hence, by the extension property all Ij are nonempty. �
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We prove the reciprocal for CL� utilizing the simpler rank notion r(c(�1; ::;
�k)) = 1 + maxi r(�i) for all the continuous connectives. A �nCL�(�) B will de-
note equivalence of A and B with respect to �-sentences of CL� of rank r at most
n:

Lemma 3.3. Let n 2 ! and � � � be �nite. If there is for each " > 0 a sequence
I"0 ; :::; I

"
n of nonempty sets of partial �"-approximations with the extension property

between continuous structures A and B as in Lemma 3.2, then A �nCL�(�) B:

Proof. Fix �; n and let I"0 ; :::; I
"
n be given for each " > 0 with the described prop-

erties. Write (a; b) 2� I"j to mean that there is R 2 I"j such that (ai; bi) 2 R for
i = 1; ::; s: Since I"j 6= ;; we have always (�;�) 2� I"j . We will show by induction
in the rank r(') of '(x) 2 CL�n� that for any " > 0 there is � � " such that for all
a; b of the same length � length(x) :

r(') � j, � � � and (a; b) 2� I�j imply j'A[a]� 'B[b]j � ":

- For ' atomic of rank � 1 take � = "; the result follows by de�nition of partial
��-approximation because ' 2 ��.
- For ' atomic of rank � 2, ' :=  (t1(x); ::tk(x); x) where  is atomic of rank 1

and at least one ti has positive rank; thus r(') = �ir(ti)+1 � k+1. As the atomic
formula i := d(ti(x); y) has rank r(ti) < r('), there is �i satisfying the induction
hypothesis for i and m (

"
2 ) instead of "; where m is the continuity modulus of

 . De�ne � = mini �i and assume: r(') � j, � � �, and (a; b) 2� I�j : Then
k < r(') � j and applying the extension property k times we may �nd b1; :::bk
such that (at1[a]:::tk[a]; bb1:::bk) 2� I�j�k: Since  2 ��; this implies

j A(t1[a]; ::; tk[a])�  B(b1; ::; bk)j � � � � � �1 � m (
"

2
) � "

2
:

On the other hand, as r(i) = r(ti) � �i(r(ti) � 1) + 1 � j � k, � � � �
�i and (a:::ti[a]::; b:::bi::) 2� I�j�k; we may conclude by the properties of �i that
jd(ti[a]; ti[a])� d(ti[b]; bi)j � m (

"
2 ); hence, d(ti[b]; bi) � m (

"
2 ) for all i and thus:

j B(t1[b]; ::; tk[a])�  B(b1; ::; bk)j �
"

2
:

Putting all together, j A(t1[a]; ::)�  B(t1[b]; ::; tk[a])j � ":
- If ' has the form 9v� de�ne �'(") = ��("). If (a; b) 2� I�j with j � r(') � 1;

� � �'(") then for each a 2 A there is b 2 B such that (aa; bb) 2 In�j�1; hence
j�A[aa] � �B[bb]j � " by induction hypothesis. Taking suprema, �rst over a and
then over b, j(9v�)A[a]� (9v�)B[b]j� ":
- If ' has the form c(�1; ::; �k) where c is a continuous connective, each �i has

rank < r(') and thus ��i(") exists. Let mc be the uniform continuity modulus of
c and de�ne �'(") = mini ��i(mc(")): If (a; b) 2� In�j with j � r('); � � �'(")

then r(�i) � j and � � ��i(mc(")); hence, j�iA[a] � �i
B[b]j� mc(") by induction

hypothesis, and thus jc(�1; ::; �n)A[a]� c(�1; ::; �n)B[b]j� ":

- Finally, given a sentence ' 2 CL�n� , pick any (a; b) 2� I
�'(")
n ; then j'A � 'Bj

= j'A[a]� 'B[b]j � ": As " is arbitrary, j'A � 'Bj = 0: �
Remark. The complexity of the proof of Lemma 3.3 in the atomic case is due to
the presence of function symbols. For purely relational signatures, the proof would
be simpler.
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Corollary 3.4. If A and B are continuous structures, then A �×8 B implies
A �CL B.

Proof. From lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we have that A �×8 B implies A �CL� B: Since
any ' sentence of CL may be approximated uniformly by sentences 'n of ×8(Q) �
CL� we then have j'A � 'Bj = j lim'An � lim'Bn j = lim j'An � 'Bn j = 0: �

From this corollary and Proposition 2.6 it follows by a topological argument
(Proposition 2.4 in [9], Proposition 4.4 in the next section) that ×8 and CL have
the same axiomatizability strength in any equicontinuous class of structures.

4. General [0; 1]-valued logics

A [0,1]-valued logic is a triple L = (L; St; V ) where L and St are applications
assigning to each signature � a set of sentences L� ; and a subclass St� � St� ;
respectively, and V : L� �St� ! [0; 1] is a semantical map subject to the following
axioms where we write 'A for V (';A) :

� Isomorphism. A ' B implies 'A = 'B

� Reducts. If � � � then L� � L� and 'A = 'A for any ' 2 L� ; A 2 St�.
� Renaming. A bijection � : � ! � preserving type of symbols induces a trans-

lation b� : L� ! L� such that (b�')A = 'A
�

for any A 2 St(L)�; and ' 2 L� ; where
A� 2 St(L)� is the renaming of A via �:

This is a slight reformulation of De�nition 1.10 of a [0,1]-valued logic in [9] which
paraphrases Lindström de�nition of model theoretic logic in [24]. In the translation
axiom � may permute sorts, which means sentences may be duplicated in disjoint
sort systems.
For our purposes St� = [SSt�;S (or St� = [SStc�;S) the class of continuous

(complete) structures, if � has distinguished distance predicates, and St� is empty
otherwise.
All the model theoretic concepts and properties we have considered so far for

CL on these classes may be applied to L; particularly compactness in the classes
St�;S and the (separable) Löwenheim-Skolem property. In addition, we will utilize
the following closure property:

De�nition 4.1. L will be ×-regular if the collection of maps F' : St ! [0; 1];
A 7! 'A; for all ' 2 L� ; is closed under composition with ×ukasiewicz connectives
!; ::

There are at least two ways to compare [0,1]-valued logics:

� Full strength: L � L0 if for each sentence ' 2 L� there is a sentence  2 L0�
such that 'A =  A for any A 2 St� :
� Axiomatic strength: L �ax L0 if for each sentence ' 2 L� there is a theory

T � L0� of power such that Mod� (') =Mod� (T ).

The second relation is weaker than the �rst even if T is a sentence. Natural (full)
extensions of CL are:

By connectives. These must be discontinuous which necessarily destroy compact-
ness. Indeed, if c : [0; 1]! [0; 1] and there is xn ! x in [0; 1] with lim infn c(xn) <
c(x), there are rationals r; s such that c(xn) � r < s � c(x) for in�nitely many
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n 2 !; then the theory T = fc(p)�r; c(q)�s; (p $ q)�n=n+1 : n 2 !g is �nitely
satis�able but unsatis�able.

In�nitary continuous logic, CL!1!; introduced by Ben-Yaacov and Iovino in [4],
allows countable conjunctions

V
'n(x) when the 'n share the same uniform con-

vergence modulus. Compactness is lost but formulas stay continuous with respect
to the metric and it shares the good behavior of classical L!1!, see [7]. In�nitary
logic on continuous structures without restriction on the countable conjunctions
has been considered by Eagle [14].

Second order continuous logic, CLII . Allow formulas 9Xm'(X); 8Xm'(X)
where Xm is an n-ary predicate variable X with a speci�ed moduli of continu-
ity m, with the interpretation:

9Xm'(X)
A = sup

f2UCm(An;[0;1])

'(X)(A;f);

where UCm(An; [0; 1]) is the set of functions f : An ! [0; 1] with uniform continuity
modulus m:

Second order existential continuous logic �11(CL): The existential fragment of
CLII : It is not di¢ cult to show that this logic inherits from CL compactness, the
(separable) downward Löwenheim-Skolem property, the witnessed model property,
and the complete model property.

By quanti�ers. Further extensions may be obtained adding generalized quanti-
�ers. For example, if � is a cardinal:

W�x'(x)
A = supf" : ('A)�1([0; "]) has weight � �g:

Ix'(x)A = supf" : 'A(A) � [0; "]g:

4.1. A topological view. The L-topology of a [0,1]-valued logic L is the one gen-
erated in each St� by the classes Mod(�); � 2 L� ; as a sub-basis of closed classes.
We denote this topology �� (L): The spaces (St� ;�� (L)) are proper classes but
�� (L) is parametrized by sets (of sets of sentences) which permits to use safely all
topological concepts (cf. [9], [8]).

Lemma 4.2. (i) �� (L) is invariant under isomorphisms.
(ii) If the logic is closed under disjunctions, then the closed sub-basis is a basis

and the closed classes are exactly the axiomatizable classes: Mod(T ), T � L� .
(iii) A L-regular logic is topologically regular; that is, points and closed classes

are separable by open classes in (St� ;�� (L)): These spaces are in fact completely
regular, and thus uniformizable, having for uniformity basis the relations

U";'(A;B) i¤ j'A � 'Bj � "; ' 2 L; " > 0:
(iv) Model theoretic compactness of L is equivalent to topological compactness of

the spaces (St� ;�� (L)):
(v) L �ax L0 if and only if �� (L0) is �ner than �� (L) for any �:

Proof. (i), (ii), and (v) are immediate, (iv) follows by Alexander sub-basis lemma.
For (iii) notice that a ×-regular logic must be closed under disjunctions and the
connectives ( )�r; ( )�r. Moreover, A =2 C = Mod(T ) implies 'A < r < s < 1 for
some rationals r; s: and thus the complements in St� of the class Mod('�r) and
Mod('�s) separate A and C: �
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De�ne in any topological space X the equivalence relation x � y if and only if
clfxg = clfyg; where cl denotes topological adherence. Thus, x � y if and only if
x and y belong to the same closed (open) subsets of X: It is a topology exercise to
show that if X is a regular space. then the quotient space X=� is Hausdor¤. The
next lemma will be useful in the proof of the maximality theorems.

Lemma 4.3. If K1 and K2 are disjoint compact subclasses of a regular topological
space X; which cannot be separated by a �nite intersection of basic closed sets of a
given basis, then there exist xi 2 Ki; i = 1; 2; such that x1 � x2.

Proof. Let � : X ! X=� be the quotient map. By continuity, the images �K1 and
�K2 are compact in X=� and thus closed. They cannot be disjoint; otherwise, their
inverse images would be disjoint closed sets separating K1 and K2, and by a com-
pactness argument again the separation could be achieved by a �nite intersection of
basic sets. Pick xi 2 Ki; i = 1; 2; with �x1 = �x2 2 �K1 \ �K2, then x1 � x2: �

It should be clear that the topological relation � in (St� ;�� (L)) coincides with
the logical relation �L : We have then,

Proposition 4.4. Let L and L0 be two ×-regular [0,1]-valued logics on continuous
structures with L � L0 and L0 compact in each St�;S : If A �L B implies A �L0 B
for any pair of models, then L �ax L0 in any St�;S : More precisely, any ' 2 L0� has
the same models in St�;S as a countable theory of L:

Proof. Let ' 2 L0 and consider '�r for rational r 2 (0; 1); then Mod(') and
Mod('�r) are disjoint compact subclasses of St�;S in the L0-topology, a fortiori in
the L-topology. Then they must be separated by an intersection of basic closed
sets of the later topology, otherwise by Lemma 4.3 there should exist S-models
A j= '; B j= '�r with A �L B and thus A �L0 B, but the last equivalence is
impossible because '; '�r 2 L0: As L is closed under disjunctions, the separating
class has the form Cr = Mod(Fr) for a �nite theory Fr. As Mod(') � Cr and
Mod('�r) \ Cr = ; for each r < 1; then Mod(') = \rCr =Mod([rFr): �

5. Compact extensions and approximations

We prove in this section several properties of compact extensions of ×8 on con-
tinuous complete structures utilizing a simple and robust notion of approximation.
We prove in particular that arbitrarily approximable model-classes of the logic are
jointly satis�able, approximable complete structures are equivalent in the logic, and
each sentence of the logic has countable dependence number in any equicontinuous
class of complete structures.

De�nition 5.1. Given � -structures A and B, a subsignature � � �; and " 2 (0; 1);
a relation R � A�B is a �"-approximation between A and B if
i) j'A[a]� 'B[b]j � " for all ' 2 �� and all suitable a; b such that (ai; bi) 2 R:
ii) dA(a; domR) � " and dB(b; rangR) � " for all a 2 A; and b 2 B.

We will write A '�" B (R : A '�" B) to indicate that there is (R is) such
an approximation. Notice that a �"-approximation between crisp structures is an
ordinary �-isomorphism. The next lemma shows that if we have �"-approximations
for arbitrarily small "; then we may assume that these are total functions having
an inverse �up to "�:
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Lemma 5.2. Given � -structures A; B; a �nite � � �; and " > 0; there is � =
�(�; ") > 0 such that if A ��;� B; then there are maps h : A! B and g : B! A
such that
(1) j'A[a]� 'B[h(a1); ::; h(ak)]j � " for all ' 2 � and a in A
(2) dB[h(fA(a)); fB(h(a1); ::; h(ak)))] � " for all f 2 � and a in A;
and similarly for g: Moreover,
(3) dA(a; gh(a)) � " and dB(hg(b); b) � " for any a 2 A; b 2 B:

Proof. Let � = minfm'A("=3); m'B("=3) : ' 2 ��g and assume R : A ��;� B:
We show �rst that there is R0 : A '�;" B with domR0 = A and rangR0 = B:
De�ne (a0; b0) 2 R0 if and only if there is (a; b) 2 R such that d(a0; a); d(b0; b) �
�(�; "): Then (a0i,b

0
i) 2 R0 implies for any ' 2 �� : j'Aa0 � 'Bb

0 � j'Aa0 � 'Aaj
+ j'Aa � 'Bbj + j'Bb � 'Bb

0j � "=3 + � + "=3 � "; the �rst and last bounds
follow by uniform continuity of ' in A and B; the second the de�ning properties
of R: Moreover, for any a0 2 A there is (a; b) 2 R�;� such that d(a0; a) � � by
condition (ii), then (a0; b) 2 R0; showing that domR0 is all of A; similarly, its image
is all of B: Now let h : A ! B; g : B ! A be choice functions for R0 and R0�1;
respectively. Then (1) follows by construction, and (2) follows applying (1) to the
formula d(f(x); y) 2 �� to obtain jdA(f(a); a) � dB(f(h(a1); ::; h(ak)); h(a))j � ",
and then making a := f(a). For (3) observe that (a; h(a)); (g(b); b) 2 R0; then
jdA(a; g(b))� dB(h(a); b)j � ". Making b := h(a) we obtain dA(a; g(h(a))) � " and
making a := g(b)yields dB(h(g(b)); b) � ": �

Proposition 5.3. (joint consistency) Let T1; T2 be � -theories of a compact ex-
tension of ×8 on complete continuous structures. If for each �nite � � � and " > 0
there are equicontinuous families fA�;"g�;" and fB�;"g�;" of complete structures
such that A�;" '�;" B�;" and A�;" j= T1; B�;" j= T2, then T1 [ T2 is satis�able.

Proof. By Lemma 5.2, we may assume the approximations are of the form h";� :
A�;" ! B�;" with a right "-inverse g";� : B�;" ! A�;" The obvious idea of using
compactness to transform them in an isomorphism h : A! B with A j= T1;B j= T2
does not work directly because the h";�, g";� are not necessarily uniformly contin-
uous. To circumvent this problem, we consider diagrams of continuous structures
of the form:

(A�;�A� ; DA� ; :::)
h

�
g

(B�;�B� ; DB� ; :::)

# �1 # �2
(A; dA; ::) (B; dB ; ::)

where
- A and B have signature � and distinguished metrics dA; dB ; moreover, and

A j= T1, B j= T2:
- A� and B� have type � [ fDg, where DA� ; DB� are pseudometrics, and the

discrete metrics �A� ; �B� as distinguished metrics.
- �1 is a map with dense image in A, preserving the truth value of the predicates

in � (that is, 'A(�1a1; ::; �kak) = 'A�(�1; ::; �k)) and the operations in � (that is,
�1f

A�(a1; ::; ak) = fA(�1a1; ::; �kak)), but not preserving the distinguished metrics
and sending instead the pseudometric DA� to the metric d

A
(that is, dA(�1a; �2b) =

DA�(a; b)): Similarly for �2:
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- h preserves the value of the predicates in � [fDg but it is not asked to preserve
� (that is, it is not asked to be one to one) and it preserves the operations in �
only up to D; that is, D(hfA�(a1; ::; ak); f

B�
(ha1; ::; hak)) = 0.

- g is a left inverse of h up to D; that is, it preserves the value of D and
D(gh(a)); a) = 0.
These diagrams may be taken as many-sorted structures or coded as single-sorted

structures ([A�; B�; A;B]; ::::): In any case, the properties described above may be
axiomatized by the following theory, where the predicate superscripts P1; P2; P �1 ;
P �2 specify the sorts of the variables and formulas in the many-sorted version, or
denote relativizations in the single sorted version. For convenience, the properties
of h are not stated sharply but by a sequence of approximations. For the sake of
clearness, we use sometimes the identity � associated to the distinguished metric
in the sorts Pi:

For i = 1; 2 :
A1 Pi for all  2 Ti
A2 8xP�

i yP
�
i zP

�
i (:D(x; x)^(D(x; y)! D(y; x))^(D(x; y)�D(y; z)! D(x; z)))

A3 8yPi9xP�
i (�i(x) � y)

A4 8xP�
i ('Pi(�i(x1):::�i(xk))$ 'P

�
i (x)) for each predicate symbol ' 2 �

A5 8xP�
i (fPi(�i(x1):::�i(xk)) � �i(f

P�
i (x))) for each function symbol f 2 �

A6 8xP�
i yP

�
i (dPi(�i(x); �i(y)))$ DP�

i (x; y))
For each n :
A7 8xP�

1 ['P
�
2 (h(x1); ::; h(xk)) $ 'P

�
1 (x)]�1� 1

n
for each predicate symbol ' 2

� [ fDg
A8 8xP�

1 [DP�
2 (h(fP

�
1 (x)); fP

�
2 (h(x)))]� 1

n
for each function symbol f 2 �

A9 8xP�
2 yP

�
2 [DP�

1 (g(x); g(y))$ DP�
2 (x; y)]�1� 1

n

A10 8yP�
2 [D(h(g(y)); y)]� 1

n
.

Given a �nite part � of this theory, where � is the subsignature of � occurring in
� and " the minimum 1

n occurring, then the structure C�;"

A��;"
h�;"

�
g�;"

B��;"

# �1 # �2
A�;" B�;"

where A��;" (B
�
�;") is a copy of A�;" (B�;") with the discrete metric� as distinguished

metric, D interpreted by d; and �1; �2 the identity functions, is a model of �.
Axioms A1-A6 are satis�ed trivially, axioms A7, A8 are satis�ed by properties of
functional �"-approximations, and A9, A10 by Lemma 5.2.
The predicates and operations in A��;"; B

�
�;", and the maps h";�; g�;"; �1; �2 are

trivially uniformly continuous with respect to �; say with Lipschitz constant 1
2 ,

and the structures A�;"; B�;" are equicontinuous by hypothesis. Hence, the C�;"
are equicontinuous and thus we may apply compactness to obtain a model C of
T: Given such a model, and referring to the �rst diagram, �A� ; �B� ; dA and dB
are metrics, DA� and DB� are pseudometrics by A2 but might not be metrics, the
images of �1 and �2 are dense substructures of A and B, respectively, by axiom A3.
Let x �D y i¤ D(x; y) = 0 be the similarity induced by the pseudometric D in

A� and B�, then we have d(�i(x); �i(y)) = D(x; y) by A6. In particular, since d is
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a metric,
�i(x) = �i(y) if and only if x �D y:

Moreover, we have DA�
(x; y) = DB�

(h(x); h(y)) by A7; and thus

x �D y if and only if h(x) �D h(y):

This means that the map bh : A! B de�ned as bh(�1(x)) := �2h(x) is a well-de�ned
bijection between the images of �1 and �2, since

�1(x) = �1(y), x �D y , h(x) �D h(y), �2h(x)) = �2h(y):

It is actually an isomorphism because by A6 and A7 applied to D: dA(�1(x); �1(y))
(A6)
= DA�

(x; y)
(A7)
= DB�

(h(x); h(y))
(A6)
= dB(�2h(x); �2h(y))

def
= d

B
(bh(�1(x));bh(�1(y))):

In particular, h is uniformly continuous. Moreover, by A4 and A7, for any relation

symbol ' 2 � : 'A(p1(x); ::)
(A4)
= 'A

�
(x; ::)

(A7)
= 'B

�
(h(x); ::)

(A4)
= 'B(p2(h(x); ::)

def
= 'B(bh(p1(x)); ::); and by A8, h(fA�

(x; ::))) �D fB
�
(h(x); ::) for any function

symbol f 2 � ; thus bh(fA(�1(x); ::)) (A5)
= bh(�1(fA�

(x; ::))
def
= �2h(f

A�
(x; ::)) =

�2(f
B�
(h(x); ::))

(A5)
= fB(�2h(x)); ::)

def
= fB(bh(�1(x)); ::):

Moreover, bh : �1(A�) ! �2(B
�) is surjective because g may be lifted similarly

to bg : �2(B�) ! �1(A
�) as bg(�2(x)) = �1g(x) by A9, and A10 plus A6 imply

�2(y) = �2(h(g(y)) = bh(�1(g(x))) = bh(bg(�2(x))): As A and B are complete, the
uniformly continuous maps and bh, bg may be extended to an isomorphism between
A and B. �

The previous proposition does not require closure of the logic L under ×ukasiewicz
connectives, but the following corollaries do.

Corollary 5.4. For any ×-regular compact extension L � ×8 and complete � -
structures A; B : A '�" B for all �nite � � � and " > 0 implies A �L B.

Proof. Assume 'A � r < s � 'B for some ' and rationals r < s: Then A j=
'�r; B j= '�s and by Proposition 5.3 f'�rg [ f'�sg would be satis�able, a
contradiction. �

We may re�ne the previous result. It is easy to verify that the relations ��;"for
� �fin �; " > 0; form a uniformity basis in St�;S which generates what we call
the approximation uniformity. The following corollary says that the approximation
uniformity is �ner than the canonical uniformity of the L-topology (see Lemma 4.2
(iii)).

Corollary 5.5. Let L � ×8 be a compact ×-regular logic, then for each sentence
' 2 L� and " > 0 there are a �nite � � � and � > 0 such that A ��;� B implies
j'A � 'Bj � " for all complete � -structures A; B:

Proof. Suppose no, then for some " > 0 and each �; �; there are A�;� ��;� B�;� such
that j'A�;� �'B�;� j � ": Then [A�;�; B�;�] j= ('P $ 'P

0
)�1�" while [A�;�; A�;�] j=

'P $ 'P
0
(trivially). But [A�;�; A�;�] ��;� [A�;�; B�;�] for all �; � by construction

which contradicts Proposition 5.3. �

A sentence ' 2 L� is said to have dependence number � if there is a � � � of
power less or equal than � such that for any pair of models A; B 2 St� ; A � � '
B � � implies 'A = 'B: Any sentence of a compact extension closed under Boolean
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connectives of classical logic has �nite dependence (Lindström [24]). This is not
the case of CL. However,

Corollary 5.6. (Countable dependence) Any sentence of a ×-regular compact ex-
tension L of ×8 has countable dependence on each equicontinuous class of complete
structures.

Proof. Given '; and n 2 !+ �nd �nite �n; �n > 0 such that A ��n;�n B implies
j'A�'Bj � 1

n ; for any complete A; B: Let � = [n�n then, trivially, A � � ' B � �
implies A ��n;�n B and thus j'A � 'Bj � 1

n for all n: �

6. Lindström´s theorem

The following property generalizes the separable Löwenheim-Skolem property
and will be enough to obtain our maximality results.

De�nition 6.1. A logic L has the approximate Löwenheim-Skolem property if any
satis�able countable theory has for each " > 0 a model A which may be covered
with countably many "-balls. We call this a "-separable model, and the set of balls
centers we will call a "-dense subset.

Our main result hinges in the next separation lemma which does not assume
×-regularity of L:

Proposition 6.2. (Separation) Let L � ×8 be a compact logic satisfying the ap-
proximate Löwenheim-Skolem property, S a moduli system S for �; and T1[T2 � L�
unsatis�able in Stc�;S. Then T1 and T2 are separable in St

c
�;S by a sentence ' 2

×8� : That is,
Modc�;S(T1) �Modc�;S('); Mod �;S(T2) \Modc�;S(') = ;:

Proof. If T1 [ T2 is unsatis�able by S-models, then by compactness of L there
are �nite subsets �i � Ti such that �1 [ �2 is similarly unsatis�able and it is
enough to separate �1 and �2. The closed classes Modc�;S(�i) are compact in
the L-topology of Stc�;S , a fortiori in the weaker ×8-topology: Assume the claimed
separation is not possible, since the closed basics of the ×8-topology are closed
under intersections, then by regularity of the ×8-topology and Lemma 4.3 there
exist A;B 2 St�;S such that A j= �1; B j= �2 and A �×8 B. By Lemma 3.2
there is for each �nite � � �; " > 0 and each n 2 ! a family of relations In0 ; :::; Inn
coding sets of partial � "6 -approximations with the extension property between A
and B (the choice "=6 will be useful later).4 For the rest of the proof we �x �; ";
and show how to transform, using compactness of L; the various families In0 ; :::; I

n
n

(depending on n) in a single �"-approximation R�;" : A0 � B0; where A0 j= �1;
B0 j= �2 and A0; B0 share the convergence moduli S (this is extremely important
for the proof). Since �; " are arbitrary, this will imply by Proposition 5.3 that
�1 [�2 is satis�able, a contradiction.
To obtain the claimed �; "-approximation, consider the following countable the-

ory in the signature fP; P 0g [ � [ �0 [ fIngn2!; where P; P 0 are two sorts, u is
considered of sort P , �0 is a copy of � in sort P 0; and for each �-sentence ' the
corresponding sentences in sorts P; P 0 are denoted 'P ; 'P

0
, respectively:

4For convenience we will invert the order of the Ini so that the extension property goes from
Ini to I

n
i+1:
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A1. �P1 ; �
P 0

2

A2. 8xy(Ijxy ! ^i(P (xi) ^ P 0(yi)), for each j 2 !
A3. 9xyI1xy
A4. 8xyxy(Ijxy ! 9wIj+1xxyw ^ 9wIj+1xwyy); for each j � 1
A5. 8xy(Ijxy ! (j'P [x]� 'P 0

[x]j�"=2)); for each atomic ' 2 �� and j � 1:

Recall that � and " will remain �xed through the argument. Each �nite part � of
this theory where N = n� is the largest subindex of the Ij occurring in � has the
following noncontinuous model

MN = ([A;B]; IN1 ; :::; I
N
N ; ;; ;; :::):

Since the INj are not necessarily equicontinuous in [A;B] for varying N , we cannot
apply compactness to obtain a model of the full theory. To overcome this problem,
we make them equicontinuous taking convenient �distance�predicates (cf. [3]), the
�niteness of � is crucial for this purpose. De�ne:bINj ab := 1� kd(ab; INj ) for j � N; bINj ab = 0 for j > N;

where k is an integer such that 1
k � m'("=6) for all ' 2 ��: By construction, all

the predicates bINj are k-Lipschitz:

jbINj ab� bINj a0b0j � jkd(ab; INj )� kd(a0b0; INj )j � kd(ab; a0b
0
):

and this constant is independent of N:We must verify again axioms A1-A5 for
j � N in the now continuous structurecMN = ([A;B]; bIN0 ; :::; bINj ; bINj+1; :::):
A1 is obvious.
- A2. If P (ai) < 1; then P (ai) = 0 and thus ai 2 B: This implies d(ab; INj ) = 1

and thus bINj ab = 0 � P (ai); etc.

- A3. Given a 2 A; there is b such that (a; b) 2 IN1 hence bIN1 (a; b) = 1 =

(9xyI1xy)cMN .
- A4. bINj ab � r > 0 implies for small enough � > 0 the existence of (a0b

0
) 2 INj

such that d(ab; a0b
0
) � 1�r+�

k < 1. Moreover, given a 2 A there is c such that

(a0ab
0
c) 2 INj+1: Then d(aabc; I

N
j+1) � d(aabc; a0ab

0
c) = d(ab; a0b

0
) � 1�r+�

k ; and

thus (9wIj+1aabw0)cMN � 1 � kd(aabc; INj+1) � r � �: As � is arbitrarily small,

(9wIj+1aabw0)cMN � r; showing that bINj ab � (9wIj+1aabw0)cMN . The other case is
similar.
- A5. As in A4, bINj ab � r > 0 means that d(ab; a0b

0
) � 1�r+�

k < 1
k for some

(a0b
0
) 2 INj and small enough �; hence, d(ai; a0i); d(bi; b

0
i) <

1
k < m'("=6) and thus

j'P [a]� '0P
0
[b]j � j'P [a]� 'P

0
[a0]j+ j'P [a0]� 'P

0
[b
0
]j+ j'P

0
[b
0
]� 'P

0
[b]j

� "

6
+
"

6
+
"

6
= "=2;

the �rst and last bounds "
6 due to uniform continuity of ' and the de�nition of k;

and the middle one because (a0b
0
) 2 INj : Thus bINj ab � (j'P [x]� '0P 0

[x]j�"=2) = 1:
By construction, the continuity moduli of each predicate in cMN is independent

of N since [A;B] remains �xed. Then we may apply compactness to obtain a
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continuous S-model of the full theory A1-A5:

M�" = ([A
�;B�]; bI1; :::; bIj ; bIj+1; :::);

which by the (approximate) downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem for L we may
assume is "-separable. Moreover, we have
1. By A3, there is (a�1; b

�
1) such that bI1(a�1; b�1) � 1� "

22 .
2. By A4, if bIj(a; b) � 1� � and a 2 A (b 2 B) there is b 2 B (a 2 A) such thatbIj+1(aa; bb) � 1� �� "

2n+2 .
3. By A5, if bIj(a; b) � 1�� then j'A� [a]�'B�

[b]j � "
2 +� for all atomic ' 2 �

�.
Choose listings fa1; a2:::g; fb1; b2:::g of an "-dense subsets of A� and B�; respec-
tively, and construct a relation

R = f(a�i ; b�i ) : i 2 !g � A� �B�

starting with (1) and utilizing (2) in a back-and-forth manner to choose inductively
(a�n; b

�
n) so that the domain and range of R contain faigi and fbig; respectively, andbIn(a�1:::a�n; b�1:::b�n) � 1� ( "22 + ::::+ "

2n+1
)

for all n � 1. By (3), j'A�a�1:::a�n�'B
�
b�1:::b

�
nj � "

2+(
"
4+::::+

"
2n ) � " for all atomic

formulas in ��. Hence, R is a �"-approximation from A� to B�; which �nishes the
proof. �

Theorem 6.3. (Maximality of ×ukasiewicz logic) Let L � ×8 be a ×-regular
compact logic with the approximate Löwenheim-Skolem property. Then any ' 2
L� is equivalent with respect to satisfaction to a countable theory of ×8; in any
equicontinuous class of complete structures.

Proof. Consider ' 2 L� and A 62 Mod� (') then A 2 C = Mod� ('� n
n+1
) for

some n. By Proposition 6.2, given S; there is a sentence 'n 2 ×8� such that
Mod�;S(') �Mod�;S('n) and C \Mod�;S('n) = ; . Hence, A 62Mod�;S('n) and
thus Mod�;S(') = \nMod�;S('n) =Mod�;S(f'n : n 2 !g): �

Corollary 6.4. CL and ×8 have the same axiomatizability strength in any equicon-
tinuous class of (not necessarily complete) structures.

Proof. Any continuous structure is CL-equivalent to its completion, thus two CL�
theories have the same continuous models if and only if they have the same complete
models. �

Theorem 6.5. (Maximality of continuous logic) Let L � ×8 be a ×-regular
compact logic with the approximate Löwenheim-Skolem property:Then any ' 2 L� is
equivalent to a sentence of CL, in any equicontinuous class of complete structures.

Proof. We utilize the following version of the Stone-Weirstrass theorem which
follows from Lemma 16.3 in [15]:

If X is a compact Hausdor¤ space and L is a sublattice of C(X; [0; 1]) such that
for any two distinct elements x; y 2 X, and a; b 2 [0; 1] there exists f 2 L with
f(x) = a and f(y) = b: Then L is dense in C(X; [0; 1]):

For ' 2 L� the map F' : St�;S ! [0; 1]; A 7�! 'A; is continuous in the ×8-topology
because the inverse image of each closed subbasic: F�1' ([r; s]) = Mod('�r ^ '�s)
is L-closed and thus ×8-closed by Theorem 6.3. By continuity, F' factors through
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the quotient St� =�×8; which is compact and Hausdor¤ by regularity of the space
St� (×8):

St�
F'�! [0; 1]

� & % bF'
St� =�×8

Now, this is true also for the maps F� with � 2 CL. Let F = f bF� : � 2 CLg �
C(St� =�×8 ; [0; 1]). Obviously, F is closed under composition with all continuous
connectives and is a lattice thanks to the presence of ^;_: Given distinct points
M=�×8 ; N=�×8 in St� =�×8 there must exist a ×8-sentence � such that �M < �N

and given values a; b 2 [0; 1] we may �nd a continuous connective c (actually in
×8(Q)) such that c(�M ) = a; c(�N ) = b; then the map c � bF� = bFc� satis�es the
hypothesis of the Stone-Weirstrass theorem granting that the uniform closure of F
is C: Therefore, bF' is the uniform limit of a sequence f bF�ngn with �n 2 F. Thus
F' = bF' � � is the uniform limit of F�n = bF�n � � and by Lemma 2.3 F' = F� with
� 2 CL:

Example L = �11(CL) inherits from CL compactness, and the downward Löwenheim-
Skolem property and thus it satis�es Proposition 6.2; however, it does not satisfy
the conclusion of Theorems 6.3 and 6.5, because the crisp structures (Q,<) and
(R,<) are complete for the discrete metric and equivalent in ×8 (which collapses
to classical logic in these structures) and thus in CL; but the order incompleteness
of the �rst structure is expressible in �11(×8). We conclude that �11(CL) cannot
be closed under both ! and :, and this closure hypothesis cannot be eliminated
from Theorem 6.3. Actually, �11(CL) is closed under ^;_;�;� and ( )�r but not
under; !;: or ( )�r:

7. Comments

The countable theory given in Theorem 6.3 and its corollary and the sentence
obtained in Theorem 6.5 depend on the uniform continuity moduli system S: Is this
necessarily so?
Do theorems 6.3 and 6.5 hold for arbitrary continuous structures? Otherwise,

under which conditions on the extension L; they hold if we allow incomplete con-
tinuous structures? An obvious condition is asking L to have the property that
any satis�able theory has a complete model (as in [9]) because in such case two
theories or sentences are equivalent in continuous structures if and only if they are
equivalent in complete ones, thus we may restrict the logic to the latter and apply
the maximality results.
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 say that the uniform closure of ×8(Q) in [0,1]-valued struc-

tures is CL. Which is the uniform closure of ×8?
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